CSM Final Comments on Final Draft of the OEWG SDG Document

- **Para 6**: Edit the first sentence as follows “CFS contribution to the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda will unfold by fulfilling (... of FSN, as articulated in the CFS Reform Document. Furthermore, the Committee will (...);”

- **Title 2.1**: Revise title as “Policy convergence and coherence”, as proposed by IFAD;

- **Para 7**: Third sentence requires re-wording after “sustainable agriculture”. Also change “improved nutrition” with “nutritional wellbeing” in accordance to OEWG Nutrition language;

- **Para 8**: Support for the proposal by Brazil. Language that could be used is “(...) GSF is the overarching framework and single reference document with practical guidance on core recommendations for food security and nutrition strategies, policies and actions validated by the wide ownership, participation and consultation afforded by the CFS” (though we would also support the language offered by Brazil during the OEWG Session);

- **Para 10 and item 2.1.4 in the respective table**: Support comments made by France, Argentina, Ecuador and Brazil. Rather than tasking this to the HLPE, this could be requested by the TTT;

- **Para 11 and item 2.1.5 in the respective table**: In the third sentence, after “in this respect”, include “MYPOW is invited to consider the possibility and opportunity of a longer planning term (...).” Also edit item 2.1.5 as “MYPOW explores the possibility and opportunity of a longer term planning process”;

- **Para 13**: In the second sentence, change “multi-stakeholders” with “other actors”. After WHO insert comma and the following text “, and including those most affected by food insecurity and malnutrition in all its forms”. Delete last sentence as it refers to HLPF and it is addressed elsewhere;

- **Table associated to sub-section 2.2**: In the third column “when”, edit as follows: (1) First line replace Monitoring with MYPOW; (2) Second line add Monitoring to MYPOW; (3) Third line replace “annual” with “as determined by MYPOW and Bur/AG”;

- **Para 19**: CSM’s preliminary position is to endorse alternative 19.ter with the following addition at the end of the para “MYPOW is invited to consider the opportunity of a continued OEWG to support this process”;

- **Para 20**: To be deleted if 19.ter is approved;

- **Para 21**: In the first sentence, after the CFS Secretariat, include “with the engagement of all CFS constituencies”;

- **Table associated to section 3**: Edit item 3.2 as follows “Follow-up plenary guidance to finalize CFS contribution (...);”

- **Para 26**: Delete last sentence of the para (related to the amendment of the Rules of Procedure).
**CSM Final Comments on Draft Decision Box of the OEWG SDG**

- **Item (b):** At the end of the para, change “relevant to its mandate” with “in accordance to its mandate”;

- **Item (c):** Change “Requests” with “Invites”, delete the reference to ROP, and, after ROP, “to explore the suggestions advanced by this proposal in their respective workstreams (…)”; 

- **Item (d):** Change with “(...) will provide regular, as deemed appropriate, agreed inputs to the High Level Political Forum”;

- **Item (e):** Edit as follows “(...) Bureau, in consultation with the Advisory Group, to endorse CFS’s contribution, as elaborated by the OEWG on SDGs (...)”